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ABSTR~CT 

With this contribution it is intended to 
expand Aoe's Principle (Arne Jensen(1950) and 
(1980)to a general theory for a public utility. 
Both economic and qualitative demands, as well 
as national requirements, will become parts of 
the efforts to reach the goal. To maintain the 
position of the tele sector, it is a c?ndition 
that a number of requirements are met, lr
respective of their short-term financial ad
vantages to the tele sector itself. 

I NTRODUCTI ON 
The new general theory for Public Utilities 

formulated here includes Moe's Principle as a 
special case. It inclu~e~ Christian Asgersen's 
requirements of upper llmlts for the tot~l 
blocking of traffic and build on the Danlsh 
planning tradition using a two-~evel ne~work. 

Asgersen's results do not ln practlce 
deviate much from the ordinary dimensioning 
rules established by overloading requirements 
and by Moe's economic Principle. . 

As will be seen in Chapter I, the classlc 
dimensioning rules do not devia~e much fro~ one 
another, either, except for thelr mathematlcal 
expression of levels of service. ~heir opeta~ 
bilities in the light of the technlcal economlC 
possibilities are for this reason quite dif
ferent. 

The dimensioning rules for individual 
technical groups in the tele plant prove to re
main improvement curves, 

Fn(A) = A(En(A)-En+l(A)) = Fl , 
such as presented in Moe's Principle. 

But the n'orms F - the 1 evel of servi ce -
are shown to depend 6n economic goals for. ad- , 
ministration and nation as well as subscrlbers 
qualitative requirements to the individual 
traffi c route.s. 
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Dimens i onij;ng rul es for di rec~ ci r~uit. 
groups and protection groups c~n ln thlS l~ght 
be considered as part of superlor safety Vlews 
for teletraffic. Not only economic views, 
technical possibilities and blocking probabili
ties but als~ the risk due to overloads or 
tech~ical breakdowns become part of this general 
theory. An elaboration of these problems is 
taken up in the conclusion of the paper. 

CHAPTER I 
SOME CLASSICAL DIMENSIONING RULES 

Molina used - as Erlang did earlier - the 
tail of the Poisson distribution in his dimen
sioning rule. The number of circuits was decided 
so th~t the tail was constant, e.g. 

~ P(i) = 0.02. 
i=n 
P.V.Christensen used an approximation for 

this tail, the "square-root law", n: ~ ~+2,3/A . 
In engineering practice, the ablllty of the 

groups to meet overloading is often used as, e.g., 
in requiring blocking B = 0.07 at 25% overload. 

In Moe's Principle the last supplementary 
"do 11 a r" shoul d have the same effect on reduced 
number of lost calls no matter where it was in
vested in the plant. That means Fn = (A(En(A)
- E (A)) = F , e.g., as in Denmark Fl = 0.05 
oftg~lused forlthe number of circuits. 

In future, if you wish to split-up traffic 
and send it in parallels along different routes 
in an optimal way, you get (n+l~A(l-E))E = d. 
For d = 0.09 the results are given in Column 
"split". 

Results show that the deviation between the 
various old and new rules applied is very modest. 

The interesting issue left behind is how 
the service level as given by the constants for 
these rules depends on the r.equir.ed goals. This 
will be the central issues to be taken up. 

Overload Split Blocking* 
Erlang 
in % 

25% B=0.07 d = 0.09 

n n 
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10.3 
20 
40 
59· 
79 
99 

119 

1.8 
1.0 
0.6 
0.4 
0.3 
0.3 
0.2 

* along the Moe 
Curve calculated 
by Erlang's 
Formula. 
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CHAPTER 11 
FORMULATION OF GOALS FOR PUBLIC UTILITIES 

In practice Public Institutions - to which 
a .service sector such as telephony belongs - are 
subject to a special set of governing rules of a 
more or less formalized kind. At times such rules 
are just implied as a result of long stable tra
diti ons. 

The Public Institution influences society's 
national product by its requirements of payments 
for services, by virtue of its "subsidies from 
and contributions to society", and by meansor 
the service it grants. On top of this, its activ
ities have an indirect effect on the national 
systems, e.g., the socalled multiplier effects. 

The privileges enjoyed by Public Utilities 
are counterbalanced by the obligations to grant 
the service in question to all members of society, 
on equal terms and to some extent without regard 
to individual cost. Also, they are counterbal
anced by the fact that the financial resu l ts of 
an institution, its price policy and the quality 
of its products are subject to public regulations, 
qften in the form of minimum requirements. There
fore, we do not often talk about maximising the 
financial ou t come of the public institution. On 
the contrary, the public institution has to main
tain a certain economic - often linear weighted -
balance between income and expense. Other econ
omic restraints, such as staff policy and choice 
of technique, the draw on domestic and foreign 
manpower and products often have to be taken into 
consideration. The individual subscribers' mini
mum requirements of quality of the services 
offered on different routes have to be met. All 
these requirements take the shape of a long 
series of inequalities. Some to fulfill quality 
requirements, others are financially motivated. 
It may also be requirements to obtain a smooth 
functioning over time of other sectors in society. 

The most essential issues of policies car
ried out within Public Utility, as, e.g., tele
phony - irrespective of society set-up - are 
aimed at an overall goal that tries to maximize 
the national product for society and the Public 
Utility as a whole under given constraints. In 
this way, the Public Utilities and institutions 
in a smooth way find their place in society. 
These requirements may include a predetermined 
profit for the Public Utility as well as demands 
for minimum contributions to society and clients 
and a maximum draw per unit of time on the soci
ety's different resources. 

This influences both short-term and long
term investments, and · often requires a smooth 
adaptation of the Public Utilities to changed 
economic and technical conditions. 

Through the system of rates and service 
constants for the different groups of traffic, 
technical units and groups of workers, these 
requirements will influence the tele activity. 

Decisive for the survival of the insti
tutions is whether they directly or indirectly 
contribute positively to the national product. 

An important draw in this picture is the 
overall subsidizing or transfers among the 
various sectors of society. 

Even though the communication sector so 
far has done without subsidies, and has con
tributed its share to the society indirectly 
by meeting its requirements, you ·cannot in the 
long run forget transfers among sectors. 
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Some are contributors. Others are recipients. 
The decision whether or not, and how, is made 
at a higher level within society. 

It is characteristic of optimization under 
constraints, that the number of variables which 
management · has to decide on is far less than 
the number of customer groups whose individual 
service demands have to be met. 

This means that, as far as the optimal 
solution is concerned, the service will be just 
met in a limited number of cases, only. In 
fact, a number equal to the number of variables 
available to management. In far the most cases 
the requirements will be more than met. Or, 
said differently, only a few service require
ments will establish norms for the different 
technical groups - one dominating all others in 
each technical group. Only one of the traffic 
routes it services will estaDTTsh its norm for 
service. The service requirements of the other 
routes are more than met. Those traffic routes 
which in this way influence cost (and indirectly 
the technical organization and policy) get a 
special status in the planning. 

As long as they find it profitable to go 
along with the too well-serviced groups, we get 
a stable organization. Not for long, though. 

Are more-than-met quality norms to be or 
not to be credited as a contribution to the 
national product in our model is a good question. 

To find the specific sets of norm-establish
ing traffic routes and their matching with the 
various technical groups could become a special 
mathematical task with directly, or indirectly 
political implications. First of all, it might 
in the hands of the experienced traffic engineer 
innluence establishment of special routes for 
special traffic. 

Before solving these problems for telenet 
in Chapter V on the basis of the general theory 
for Public Utilities formulated here, two clas
sical problems in Chapters III and IV are taken 
up, 

III Profit Maximization for a telephone company 
IV Profit Maximization for a telephone company 

with quality constraints. 

CHAPTER III 
PROFIT MAXIMIZATION FOR A TELEPHONE COMPANY 

Find the sizes n = (n ... n ) for the M 
technical groups which ser~ice ~he N traffic 
routes with the offered traffic A erlang from 
the frequency of calls y with the holding time 
s,A = y.s, resulting in the probability of loss · 
E (A) and then the probability of getting through 
angroup a = 1 - E (A). 

The technicRl groups ~ which service the 
route v is given by D = {dv } v = 1,2 ... N. 
~ = 1 ,2 .•. M, where d is ~ 1 or 0 when used 
or not used. v~ 

The probability S for getting through on 
route v is then - on t~e assumption of independ
ence . among groups - given by for v = 1,2 · ... N 

M 
S = IT adv~ (1) 
v ~=l ~ 

N 
a 1 - E (A. ) , A. = L d A" (2) 
~ n~ ~ ~ v=l v,~ v 

Let the throughput of the traffic be called 
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v = A.S. (3) 

Let the p~ice~ for the ser~ice on route v per 
~~!~n~ebe pv' The resulting revenue R will 

N 
R = ~ Rv' Rv = Pvvv 

v=l 
tet the cost C for n units in group ~ be 

~ ~ 

C = : ~b + nb, 
~ o, ·~ ~ ~ 

M M 
C = ~ C = ~ (b + n b ) 

~=1 ~ ~=1 o,~ ~ ~ 

and 

F (A) = A(E (A)-E +1 (A)) n . n n 
be the improvement function. 

Operationally is used 

~~ ~En (A) -En+ 1 (A). 

The problem is then to find the set n 
which maximizes the linear function of Rand 
C as given by 

(4) 

(5) 

(6 ) 

(7) 

(8) 

Max (a1R-a2 C-a) (9) 
n 

a1 and a? depending on contribution and 
subsidieS through, e.g., tax. 

Using v = A.S,(4) and (6), this gives 
for ~ '" 1,2 ... M 

N QV 
v 

~ a1Pv ~n = a2b (10) v=l o rr~ ~ 

From (3) 

dvv _ A _ dS v 
,- v , 

Using (1), (2), (8), and (7) we get 

QV 
v 

rn 
~ 

v 
= d v 

v~ an 
~, 

From (10) we then get for ~ = 1,2 .•• M 

F n (A. ) N 
a ~ ~ ~ d pAS = a2b 

1 A. a V= 1 v~ v v v ~ 
~ ~ 

or a 2 b 
F (A.~) = -- R 7A~ a 
n~ a1 ~ ~ ~ 

which can also be written for ~ = 1, 2 ... M 

where 

F (A. ) 
n~ ~ 

(11 ) 

( 12) 

(13 ) 

(14 ) 

(15 ) 

Since price generally follows marginal 
route cosL 

. t~ 

p ~~ . d . b. = B(v) . 
~ j=l VJ J 

within telephony, this in practice can be 
formul ated 1 i ke thi s 9 for ~ = 1,2 ... M 

b 
Fn (A.~)rv Fl B~ 

~ ~ 

where B is the mean total marginal cost 
B('\) ) fb\4 traffic routes v passing group ~9 

tha t i s .~ = 1, 2 ... M 
N M 
~ dv~ ( ~ d .b l A 

v=l j=l VJ J-! v 
B~ N 

~ d A 
v=l v~ v 

CHAPTER IV 
PROFIT MAXIMIZATION FOR A TELEPHONE COMPANY 
WITH QUALITY CONSTRAINTS 

(16 ) 

(17) 

(18 ) 

Using LaGrangean multiplier - the shadow 
pri ces -

AV' v = 1,2 ... N , 
o 

for the quality requirement S to route v, 
we can write this goal in theV following way, 
for v = 1,2 ... N 

N 0 

Max [tal R-a2 C-a)+ ~ A Y (S -P -S )] (19) 
n v=l v v v v v 

AVPV = o. 

which means that 
N . A QV 

F.Zeuthen's Rule 

~ I p + v] v =ab 
al v S 6rl 2 ~ v=l v ~ 

Using (17), this gives for~=1,2 .. J1 

Using (16) and 

considering that A ~ 0, only, when Sv=S~ . 
We get in practice only a single 
tenn from the nonngiving route. (22) can 
then as (15) be written, for ~=1,2 •.. M 

(20 ) 

(21 ) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

6.1-4-3 
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or parallel with (17) (28) gives, .see also (24) and (15), for ]..1 = 
1 ,2 ••• M 

b 
F n (A) = Fl .. 1 ~--

(25) 

]..1 ]..1 LB + - - (]..1 )l ]..1 ' Cl S J 

The strict solution by finding A can be 
reached by using the socalled relaxatYon method 
(see, e.g., Lasdon (1970)). It starts wi th re
numbering v and ]..1 in d and use all A = 0 as 
initial values. AfterV]..1 study of the biggest 
deviations from the required Sa , it takes up 
some A in the equation system ~nd calculates 
S. This procedure is repeated and you reach 
the solution in a finite number of ' calculations. 

In practice you wi ll often go direct from 
the study of the devi ations to the final dis
cussion fo r the set of F to be used for the 
different technical groups. The set of F 
should be operable and t hat will often mod ify 
the preliminary requi rements to t he quali ty 
constra i nts. 

It might help to use a modification of 
.(17) as the initial set, by instead of the 
mean margina l cost B for the passing traffic 
routes to use the ma~ imum marginal cost 

Max d B(v) v V]..1 
for the routes passing the group ]..1 . 

CHAPTER V 
OPTIMIZING THE PUBLIC UTILITY FOR TELEPHONE 
SERVI CE 

Let the national product g be considered 
as a f unction of the through put of served 
traffic v = A S for the traffic route 
v = 1, 2 ~ .. N~ v 

Let the tax on income R and expenses C 
be tl and t 2. Let the use of national 
products be nl' and the multiplier effect be 
n2• . 

A 1S the Lanrangean multiplier to be 
used a as a shadow price to get the re
quired linear balance between Rand C re
spected. We are then able to write the over 
all goal function for society and inst ituti on: 

AVP~ = 0, v = 1 , 2, ••• N. F.Zeuthen's Rule ( 27) 

which means that 

~ r~ g +(A Cll-l+tl)p + Qv 1 ~ 
v=ll v 0 v Sv n]..1 

nl 
(A

O
Cl2-t

2 
- l-n

2 
) b]..1 ]..1 = 1,2 .•• M (28) 

Using (16) and (23) 

and 

N 
~ ( _ 1 L: d 8g 

A\)\; (29) QV 11 ) - A.O \)=1 V]..1 81j 
]..1 ]..1 

or in parallel with (17) and (25) 

F (A. ) = n ]..1 
]..1 b l-A - ~(t + ~)l 

]..1 0 Cl2 2 ,-n2 J 
= F --- {3l) 

1 ldg( 1 (l-tl 1 "\ .(~ - ]..1 )- + B A __ )+_ .1).. ]..1 
av Cll ]..1 0 Cll Cll s 

The mean influence of the technical 
groups on the national product has been taken 
into account when comparing (30) with (24) 
and the shadow price for deviations from the 
required economic balance for the Public 
Utility for tele service has influenced the 
service level of F, but the fundamentals in 
dimensioning rules remain the same as defined 
in Moe's Principle (Arne Jensen (1950)). 

The norms in our tele plants are to be 
considered as a part of the general planning 
in the tele sector. That means that also 
effect outside the tele sector has to be taken 
into account even if it does not have direct 
influence on the own economy of the tele 
sectors. The individual influence of the diffe
rent groups of traffic routes on standards and 
norms shows that a large part of our good 
service is the result of a rather few but 
important services which in all circumstances 
have to be met. 

Variation in traffic around the clock and 
over seasons have not been considered here. I 
refer to Arne Jensen (1950), page 33 and 
Arne Jensen (1980) page 47 . It will add 
interesting results, but will not give major 
deviations from the above. 

However, to what extent is communication 
service free as a consequence of investments 
being available for other purposes at another 
place and time during day and seasun is ·still 

, a~ interesting question. 

CHAPTER VI 
SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS 

To minimize cost, groups of direct 
circuits have been established. To protect 
overflow routes for direct access for fresh 
traffic, protecting circuits have been 
established. Dimensioning of these groups 
ha~ often s~arted, but not been fulfilled by 
uSlng solutlons to the triangle case. When 
we want security for at least some con
nections - even poor ones - there might be 
better possibilities. 

6.1-4-4 

It would only be natural to take the 
point of departure in the overall service 
from end to end for a traffic route and re
quire that every single direct circuit should 
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be able to meet that service. That is an 
improvement constant apprOXimately equal to 
the sum of the constants for the groups the 
route is passing. 

In my country, this might very well be 
F = 0.35, not deviating much from the rules for 
dlrect groups, and in good accordance with a 
service level half that value Fl = 0.20 for 
protection groups. 

As we are in the middle of a technical re
volution, it is important to take these pre
liminary security considerations up on par with 
other service considerations and to formulate 
an overall strategy. 

Dimensioning rules for direct circuit 
groups and protection groups might be considered 
as a part of superior safety views. Not only 
lost calls and economics, but also risk due to 
overloading and technical breakdowns become 
part of our general theory for teletraffic. 

In this connection, dimensioning of 
parallel independent traffic routes, with or 
without advanced cooperation, is going to be 
important. For that reason I have added the 
Column "Spl it" in the Table. 

During this period of change, macro as 
well as micro considerations are coming into the 
1 imel i ght. 
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